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CHAPTER I 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to try to discover whether or 
not the way in which a verbal arithmetic problem is stated has 
any bearing on the response. 
Source of the study.-- It has been the feeling of the 
writer that some word problems in arithmetic are stated in such: 
a manner as to make them more difficult to the pupils. I He has ! 
found in his teaching that the pupil will have more success when 
the original problem is reworded. 
The writer has also noticed that instructional materials 
question. 
Mary has 2 dolls, and Jane has 3 dolls. 
How many dolls do they have together? 
Another method of directing the pupil to find the answer 
is through a command. 
Mary has 2 dolls, and Jane has 3 dolls. 
Find how many dolls they have together. 
A third method of directing the pupil to find the answer 
, is through an incomplete statement. 
1 
• 
Mary bas 2 dolls. and Jane has 3 dolls. 
Together they have dolls. 
If these three forms of word problema could be incorporated 
in a testing instrument. and if a significant difference could 
be demonstrated by objective data. there might well be implica-
tions for instructional materials and practices in arithmetic. 
Justification of the atudz.-- Although this research can 
be regarded as only a pilot study due to ita limited samples. it 
is hoped that it will supply material for further studies. y 
Tenney conducted a preliDdnary investigation along these 
same lines in which She used two forms of word problema; however. 
it was not inclusive enough to constitute an answer to the 
problem of this thesis. Perhaps with the data obtained from her: 
study. and that from this study, more adequate investigations 
can be made in the future. y 
Travers has stated in connection with verbal arithmetic 
:problema of the completion type that the "••• form of the 
response is the same regardless of the method of presentatio~ 
used. Bach question could be converted into an incomplete 
statement." This statement not only was the cue for the form of 
1: 
1the instrument used in this study 6 but also aida to juatif'y the 
study itself. 
l/Rosemond H. Tenney 6 The Relative Merits of Two Wazs of Stating Verbal Arithmetic Problema at the Thlrd:Grade Level, (BOston ' 
,University. School of Education, 19&0). Unpublished Kaster's 
·Thesis. 
2/Robert K. w. Travers, How to Make Achievement Tests. Hew Yor~. 
!he Odyssey Press, 1950 6 p. !7. 
2 
Scope of the study.-- This test is constructed in such a 
way that it will measure the child's response to equated verbal 
arithmetic problems in three different forms. Thirty-six prob-
lems have been used. Each process -- addition1 subtraction • 
. multiplication, and division -- is represented in nine word 
problems. Each of the three forms of the test has twelve 
examples with three each of the four processes. 
Techniques employed in this study included construction of 
test items, the administration of the test to all the fourth-
grade pupils (193) in Hingham1 Massachusetts in May 6 and finally 1 
an analysis of the test in relation to intelligence and the 
three forms of the testing instrument. 
3 
• 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND RESEARCH 
Investigators have attempted with varying degrees of success 
to find some relationship between an isolated factor or group of 
related factors and problem difficulty. This report of some of 
the research gives an idea of the variety of relationships 
studied. 
The research is reported under the following headings: 
method of solution and reasoning; related factors of intelli-
gence, reading and vocabulary, and computational skill in 
arithmetic; familiarity of setting; and miscellaneous factors. 
Method of solution and reasoning.-- Some investigators have 
been interested in trying to tie up success in word problema 
.. 
with specific methods of approach to a problem. 
Three methods off teaching arithmetic problems in the fourth 
.. ~ 
and seventh grades were compared by Hanna. The "Dependencies• 
method taught the children to see that each factor in the prob-
lem depended upon other factors, and through the analysis of 
these dependent factors, the pupil could discover what is to be 
found and how to solve the problem. The "Conventional-Formula" 
~PaUl R. Hanna, "Methods of Arithmetic Problem Solving," 
thematics Teacher, (volume 23spp. 442-450,) November, 19~0. 
method was the analysis ot (1) what is asked tor, (2) what is 
given, (3) how should these facta be used to secure the answer, 
and (4) what is the answer. The "Individual" method allowed 
the pupils whatever method of solution they wanted to use to 
,solve the problem. He found that the fourth grade showed best 
results in this order: (1) Dependencies, (2) Individual, and 
(3) Conventional. The seventh grade order was: (1) Individual, 
(2) Dependencies, and (3) Convent~onal. Hanna concluded that 
the "Conventional-Formula" method produced the least mean gain, 
and that the other two methods produced little difference. 
!I A later study by Burch indicated that children are not 
,helped by the use of an adult pattern ot logic made up of five 
or six steps, and that some children are actually hindered by it• 
Another cifarison ot three instructional methods was stud- 1' 
ied by Thiele. (l) "Association Method" -- when a child got ' 
iinto difficulty, he was to consult "type" or "model" solutions 
:and correct his own problem with the least amount of assistance.: 
· (2) "Analysis Method" -- the child was to ask the questions, 
~at is given?", "What is to be found?", and "What is the 
correct solution?" (3) "Vocabulary Method" -- the child was to 
select the words needed to make sensible problems out of the 
!/Robert L. Burch, An Evaluation of Analytic Testing in Arith-
metic Problem Solvii!. DOctor*a Daasertation, DUrb:am, I. c., 
DUke university, 194 • 
2/C. Louis Thiele, Comparison of Three Instructional Methods 
rn Problem-Solving, (In American educational research associa-
tion. Research on the foundations ot American education; 
Official report, 1939. PP• 11-15.) 
5 
j\ 
I 
:I 
!\ 
, 
i facts stated. The results of the study revealed that the "Asso~! 
' 
I elation Method" was the superior method by "reliable differ-
ences". Thiele concludes that when left to their own devices~ 
and when given plenty of experience with arithmetic problems~ 
children will have more success •. 
Problem-solving was investigated in a different way by y 
Bramhall~ who was interested in the comparative merits or 
,; "conventional" as compared with "imaginative" problems. Seven ii 
:I 
classes (213 children) spent three class periods a week on imagJi 
!native problems, solving them in any way they wished~ while 
the same number of classes (214 children) spent their time 
entirely on conventional problems. Bramhall could find no 
'difference in the results of exclusive training with either 
1 
kind, his measurements being made after ten weeks with several 
different standard tests. y 
Monroe concocted four sets of tests which could compare : 
the "responses of pupils to certain types of statements of the 
same problem." The purpose of these tests was to find whether 4 
or not children would follow any actual procedure in solving 
i arithmetic problems. His accounting shows that a large percent~ 
,, 
age of seventh grade pupils do not reason in the process of 
' yEO:win W. Bramhall~ "Experimental Study of Two Types of Ari th-
metic Problems~" Journal or Experimental Education~ volume 8, 
PP• 36-38, September 1939. 
2/Walter s. Monroe, "How Pupils Solve Problems in Arithmetic", 
liementary School Journal, volume 29, pp. 644-645; May 1929. 
6 
-solving verbal problems in arithmetic. Many of the children 
resorted to almost random calculation, rather than follow any 
plan. The responses indicated by those who had success with 
the problems seem to be determined largely by habit. y 
John observed intermediate grade pupils of two different 
schools while they solved two-step arithmetic problems to dis-
cover the types of errors they make and then tabulated them. The 
analysis showed that errors in the fundamentals. reading. and 
miscellaneous occurred in that descending order. The use of the 
wrong process was the most prevalent error in reasoning recorded. 
Related factors: intelligence, reading, vocabulary, and y 
computational skill in arithmetic.-- Johnson tried to name some 
of the "intellectual factors" which were more closely related to 
the ability to solve verbal arithmetic problems. At the eighth. 
grade level he discovered that the greatest correlation existed 
between general vocabulary and problem solving. Second in line 
. was reasoning. Johnson also discovered that when problem scales 
1 without numbers were used in place of the regular problem scales, 
the sequence was reversed reasoning was higher than general 
vocabulary. y 
Engelhart reported his study of the relative factors of 
l/Lenore Johri, "Difficulties in Solving Problems in Arithmetic," 
~lementary School Journal, volume 31: PP• 202-215, Nov. 1930. . 
2/Harry c. Johnson, "The Effect of Instruction in Mathematical 
Vocabulary Upon Problem Solving in Arithmetic," Journal of Edu-
cational Research, volume 38: 97-110, October 1944. 
3/M~ D. Engelhart, "Relative Contribution of Certain Factors 
to Individual Differences in Arithmetical Problem Solving 
Ability," Journal of Experimental Education, volume 1: pp. 19-
27, September 1932. 
7 
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intelligence, computation ability, and reading ability to the 
difficulty of solving arithmetic word problems. His evidence 
indicated that both intelligence and computation ability were 
,contributing factors, and suggests that more instruction and 
.drill in computation be provided. 
: y 
i Hansen worked with sixth-grade pupils to find whether or 
·, 
'not certain abilities could be linked with success in arithmetic 
•ord problems. He found that the group which had superior 
; ' 
:achievement in solving verbal arithmetic problems had also ex-
celled in certain arithmetical factors, mental factors, and 
reading factors. The arithmetical factors were: fundamental 
operations, estimating answers to examples, ability to solve 
problems, thinking abstractly with numbers, estimating answers 
to problema, problem analysis, number aeries, quantitative re-
lationships (social}, finding ke,- to a problem, and arithmetic 
vocabulary. The mental factors were: general reasoning ability, 
noting differences, noting likenesses, non-language factors, 
analogies, delayed memory span, immediate memory span, memory, 
spacial imagery, spacial relationships, and inference. The 
reading factors were: general language ability, reading graphs, 
.charts and tables, and general vocabulary. y 
Once again reference must be made to John's observations 
pointing out that, of the categories listed in the study, read-
!Jdarl i. Hansen, "Factors Associated with Successful Achieve-
ment in Problem Solving in Sixth Grade Arithmetic", Journal ot 
Educational Research, volume 38: pp. 111-118, October 1944. 
g/John, loe. cit. 
- t ·-· cc.ccc:. ........ ···-
8 
1! --~· : 
ing ranked third highest in number of errors. The reading 
errors in order of their incidence were (1) re-reading the 
problem1 (2) vocabulary difficulties, (3) not comprehending the 
situation1 (4) word, or phrase errors, or omissions, (5) mis- 11 
II 
ij 
! takes in reading the answers, and ( 6) errors because of the use !I 
I of the parenthesis. : . y 
Treacy carried out this idea fUrther and found that gen-
eral reading level does not significantly relate to success in 
arithmetic problem solving. He did, however1 find that certain 
specific reading skills do act as factors on the success. The 
list included: quantitative relationships, vocabulary in con-
text1 vocabulary -- isolated words 1 arithmetic vocabulary1 
perception of relationships, integration of dispersed ideas 1 
,, 
' drawing inferences from content, and retention of clearly state~' 
II, 
details. y 
Stevens has stated that general reading ability has less 
correlation with the ability to solve arithmetic word problems 
than the ability in fundamental operations. He notes that there 
, is a higher correlation between tests of analyzing problems and 
problem solution than between problem solution and general read-
, ing or of fundamental operations. His statement indicates that 
in order to solve a problem the child needs to have the skill 
t/Johri P. Treacy1 "The Relationship of Reading Skills to the 
Ability to Solve Arithmetic Problems", Journal of Educational 
1
Research1 volume 38, pp. 86-96; October 1944. 
'2/B. A. Stevens, "Problem Solving In Arithmetic" 1 Journal of ~ducational Research, volume 25; pp. 253-260, April 1932. 
9 
• 
to be able to analyze it~ rather than reading skills or skills 
in the fundamental operations. 
!I ~ben Fay studied the relationship between reading skills 
and the area of arithmetic on the sixth-grade level~ he found 
· no definite tie-up between the skills in reading and the achieve-
ment in arithmetic. 
?:.! The Hansen study tried to identify some factors that are 
associated with sixth-graders' success in word problems. He 
found that such reading factors as general language ability, 
reading graphs, charts and tables~ and general vocabulary were 
associated with greater achievement in word problems. 
He also pointed out that the superior group did not excel 
in these reading factors: speed -- reading to predict outcomes, 
conprehension -- reading to predict outcomes, speed -- reading 
to note details, and comprehension -- reading to note details. y 
Again reference must be made to Engelhart. His analysis 
indicates that general training in reading is likely to have a 
negligible effect on individual differences in problem solving 
achievement. y 
Brueckner and Grossnickle present a list of ten causes 
of difficulty in solving problems in their book and it is inter• 
• Relationship Between Specific Reading Skill and 
elected Areas of Sixth Grade Achievement", Journal of Educa-
tional Research~ volume 43~ pp. 541-547, March 195o. 
g/Hansen, loc. cit. 
~Bngelhart, loc. cit. 
4/Brueckner.and Grossnickle, How to Make Arithmetic Meaningful, 
fPhiladelphia, The John c. Winston Co •• 19~7) ~ p. 452. . 
10 
eating to note the first three in the list. (1) Inability to 
understand the problem in whole or in part, due to insufficient 
experience and lacking the ability to visualize the situation. 
(2) Reading failings such as inability to locate information, 
not being able to remember material read, or organize what was 
read, and inability to read for details. (3) Computational 
failings due to forgetting procedure, or lack of knowing pro-
cedure. y 
Johnson observed the effect the teaching of "mathematical. 
I 
1 Voeabulary" had on the solving of arithmetic problems. The 
findings of the study were that the teaching of a specific 
vocabulary produces a definite knowledge of the terms them-
selves, and an improvement in the solution of the verbal prob-
:lems using those terms. However, it did not bring about general 
improvement in verbal problems, nor a transfer of training from 
the learning of words ta~ht to other words not taught. 
Osburn and Drennan conducted a study on the third-grade 
level in which they emphasized a certain set of clues for a 
.period of six weeks. The before and after tests showed a 
"certain amount of transfer." The children of superior ability 
gave evidence of transferring more than those of less ability. 
¥oHarry C. Johiison, "The Effect of Instruction in Mathematical 
ocabulary Upon Problem Solving in Arithmetic", Journal of 
Educational Research, volume 38, PP• 97-110, October 1944. 
-· ·-f; 
11 
• 
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Pam1liari ti of setting.-- The Brownell and Stretch stud7 :i 
; 
I 
points out that unfamiliar situations have little effect on 
65~ to 80~ of the children, but tbat unfamiliar settings do 
bring into being a new source of difficulty tor 20~ to 35~ of 
the children. They also report that unfamiliar settings mostly 
affect the children who are usually inaccurate in problem solv-
ing. 
. y 
Monroe found that when the problem was an unfamiliar 
situation or the terminology was unfamiliar, the pupil either 
gave an incorrect solution or did not even try to solve it. y 
Making reference to John's work it will be noted that 
:.among the reading errors, ahe discovered that children have 
difficulty with verbal problems when the situation is not com-
prehended. 
At the )ead of the list of ten causes of difficulty in y 
solving problems cited by Brueckner and Grossnickle is "tail-
ure to comprehend the problem in whole or in part because of 
lack of experience and inability to visualize the situation." 
Miscellaneous.-- Among the miscellaneous factors involved 
in arithmetic verbal problems are those occurring in two-step 
problems. 
1}11111am A.Brownell and Lorena B. Stretch, '-be Effect ot , 
~ntamiliar Settitfs on Problem SolYin;, Duke university Researcn 
Studies In Educa on, No. 1, DUrbiii, • c., Duke University 1 
Preas, 1931. · 
g/Monroe, loc. cit. 
yJohn, loc. cit. 
!/Brueckner and Grossnickle, loc. cit. 
t'· 
• 
• 
y 
Berglund and Young performed a study to discover if the 
order of appearance of the processes affected the difficulty 
of arithmetic problems. The analysis of their data was in 
terms of comparing the opposite appearances of the two steps as 
follows: 
1. Subtraction - addition more difficult than addition-
subtraction 
2. Addition - Multiplication slightly more difficult than 
multiplication-addition 
3. Division - addition more difficult than addition-
division 
4. Division - subtraction more difficult than subtraction~ 
division 
5. Subtraction - multiplication more difficult than 
multiplication-subtraction 
6. Division - multiplication more difficult than multi-
plication-division y 
Mitchell conducted a study to find the value of making 
problems specific. He had two lists of problems: one that was 
specific because there were numerical values involved, and one 
that was general in nature because it had no numbers. Mitchell 
found that the pupils who solved the specific problems had not 
!/G. G. Berglund and R. V. Young, "The Effect of Process Se-
quence on the Interpretation of ~o-step Problems in Arithmetic", 
Journal of Educational Research, volume 34, pp. 21-29, Septem-
ber 1940. 
2/Claude Mitchell, "The Specific Type of Problem in Arithmetic 
~ersus the General Type of Problem", Elementary School Journal, 
volume 29, pp. 594-596, April 1929. 
13 
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formulated any general concepts that they could use in solving 
the general problems. He found a very low correlation between 
the two lists of problems even though the problems in both lists 
involve the same principals for solving the problems. 
!I Tenney conducted an experiment to discover if the way in 
which a problem was worded would have any bearing on the solu-
tion. She reasoned that the conventional method of stating 
word problems (declarative sentence followed by an interrogative~ 
sentence) was not in keeping with the psychological concept that. 
the problem must be first presented to capture the thinking of 
the pupil, then the facta can be given. Therefore, her experi-
mental form took the reverse order of appearance (interrogative 
sentence followed by the declarative sentence). She concluded 
that the conventional form appeared to have a slight advantage 
over the experimental form. She contends that there is psycho-
logical merit in placing the goal to be achieved in the begin-
ning or a problem situation, and that perhaps a study should be 
made with controlled and experimentally taught groups. 
For further study of the research on arithmetic verbal 
problems, the reader is referred to Miss Tenney's unpublished 
Kaster's thesis. Her research chapter is organized in this 
manner: familiar and untam111ar ai tuations, vocabulary in prob-
lem solving, visualization in problem solving, the form of the 
verbal arithmetic problem, and summary. 
~osamond Holmes Tenney, The Relative Merits of TWo W~a of 
tating Verbal Arithmetic Problems at the Tbird-Gradevel, (Boston university, School or lducatlon, 1950). 
-·· ·--····-- 0 ··-' ·- ····-- •• ··~--·-· ·-·---- -----··~~---
li 
li 
r 
-- -- -.~ . 
In summary of the research reported in this 
chapter we seem to know the following: 
1. As regards method of solution and reasoning 
a. "Dependencies•~ "Individual", "Association", and 
•vocabulary• methods obtain better results than the 
"Conventional-formula" or "Analysis" methods. 
b. Some children seem to solve verbal problema through 
random calculations and habit~ and moat of their 
errors are due to lack of reasoning. 
2. As regards intelligence 
a. Intelligence is definitely a contributing factor 
to the success of solving verbal problems~ but not 
the only factor. 
3. As regards reading and vocabulary 
a. General reading ability does not significantly 
correlate with achievement in verbal arithmetic 
problems. 
b. Specific reading skills do significantly correlate 
with achievement in verbal arithmetic problems. 
1. quantitative relationships 
2. vocabulary in context 
3. vocabulary - isolated words 
4. arithmetic vocabulary 
5. perception of relationships 
6. integration of dispersed ideas 
7. drawing interencea from content 
s. retention of clearly stated details 
9. seneral language ability 
10. reading graphs, charts and tables 
11. general vocabulary 
12. locate information 
13. organize material read 
;: 
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c. Teaching a specific "mathematical vocabulary" will' 
produce an improvement in verbal problems using the 
words taught; however, not a general improvement. 
d. Teaching a certain set of clues will show a certain~ 
amount of transfer, especially for the child of 
superior ability. 
4. As regards familiarity of setting 
a. An unfamiliar setting has an adverse effect on the 
success of word problems in arithmetic. 
5. As regards two-step problems 
a. ~he order of appearance of the processes seems to 
have an affect on the success. 
6. As regards specific and general problems 
a. Children who can solve specific problems do not 
formulate general concepts to aid the solution of 
general problems. 
7. As regards problem construction 
a. The conventional way of wording a problem -- a 
declarative sentence followed by an interrogative 
sentence -- appears to have a slight advantage 
over the experimental form which was used -- an 
interrogative sentence followed by a declarative. 
Even though these investigations have been concerned with 1 
verbal arithmetic problems, none has experimented with the idea 
that a word problem may be presented in any form without chang-
1 ing the response of the pupil. This approach is the thesis of 
this study, and will be explai~ed ~nd evaluated in the follow-
" 
16 
lng chapters. 
' I 
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CHAPTER III 
ORGANIZATION OF THE TEST 
Test items.-- Sixteen problems were chosen from current 
fourth-grade arithmetic books. Four books were selected at 
I 
1 random1 which were published between 1938 and 1951. From each 
I 
book was taken one problem for each of the four processes 
addition1 subtraction1 multiplication and division. 
This selection gave a total distribution of four problems 
of each process. The examples chosen were all one-step prob-
lems. Of the 16 original problems 1 only 12 were selected as 
best for the writer's purposes. 
Problems reworded.-- Since the purpose of the test was to 
try to discover whether the form in which a problem is worded 
would have any effect on the response, each of these 16 prob-
lems was reworded in two other forms. The original form had a 
declarative sentence followed by an interrogative sentence. 
The second form 1 which is being used in instructional material 
also, had a declarative sentence followed by an imperative sen-, 
tence. The third form was more or less an experimental form, 
since it is not commonly used in instructional material, and 
had a declarative sentence followed by an incomplete statement. 
Format.-- Each form of the test had all its problems 
worded in the same manner. There were twelve problems in each 
18 
1 of the three forms of the test. 
Problems equated.-- As the problems were reworded, atten-
' tion was given to maintaining the following items: any word 
, which might serve as a "cue", the process, and the conditions 
: of the problem. In each of the four matched problems the follow-
' 
ing were changed: the numbers, the names of the people or items" 
, and the setting of the problem. 
A further control was introduced as in each of the problema 
' a one digit number and a two digit number was used. Almost all i; 
of the number combinations were such that the division process, , 
, if used, would yield an even answer. 
Before the test was administered, it was examined by two. 
fourth-grade teachers to judge the format and the level of dif- .~ 
1 
ficulty of the test. 
Administration of the tests.-- The tests were given to all , 
il the fourth-grade children in the town of Hingham, Massachusetts~ 
This involved a total of 225 children, 98 of which were boys 
and 127 of which were girls. 
Each teacher was given a letter to give an overview of the 
test, general instructions, and a set of specific instructions 
for each form of the test. 
To insure a constant in the administration, the tests were ! 
!i 
given on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday of the same week in all 
the classes. 
In an attempt to eliminate the effect of practice on any 
one form, the test forms were given in the six possible sequen- , 
19 
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~ces: ABC, ACB, BA.C, BOA, CAB, and CBA. Since there were eight 
classes, sequences ACB and CAB were arbitrarily chosen to be 
'administered to the two remaining classes. 
Informational forms were also sent to the teacher to obtain 
i:the time tor the administration of the tests, and to obtain the , 
,intelligence quotients tor the members of the class. 
Collecting and organizing the data.-- All the tests were 
!~to be given to all the children in the classrooms. However, 
·only those cases in which the child used all three forms of the 
test were accepted. After the cases were eliminated, a total 
'of 193 were left. 
The test items were scored separately on the selection of 
,, 
proce~s, and on the answer given to the problem. I Each was con- '1 
sidered as being either right R, wrong W, or omitted o. For 
example, if the correct process bad been selected, and the 
:correct a~swer given, the item was scored with RR. It the cor-
,rect process had been selected, and a wrong answer given, the 
j, 
item was scored RW. If the correct process had been selected, 
, and no answer was given, the item was scored RO. 
For the purpose of collecting the data onto master sheets, 
., 
', the papers were divided according to- class and sex. 
I• 
tl _-_--- ___ -;:_ ----- _;: __ 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 
Purpose of this study.-- The purpose of this study is to 
find whether or not the way in which a verbal arithmetic problem 
is worded will have any affect on the response to the problem. 
Stating matched problems in three different ways was the 
method utilized to serve the purpose of the study. In test 
form A, all the problems were stated with a statement of facts 
followed by an interrogative sentence. In test form B, all the 
problems were stated with a statement of the facts followed by 
an imperative sentence. In test form c, all the problems were 
stated with a statement of the facts followed by an incomplete 
statement. 
Examination of the data.-- The data were compiled according 
to population, intelligence quotients, type of response to the 
items, sex, arithmetic process, and sequence of forms. The top 
fourth of the total population had a range of from 112 - 144 
intelligence quotient, and the bottom fourth of the total popu- , 
lation had a range of from 55 - 97 intelligence quotient. 
Items were scored and compiled according to the type of 
response given. The selection of the process which would be 
best to use, and the answer given were scored according to 
whether they were right R, wrong W, or omitted o. Thus, if the 
selection of process was right, and the answer given was right, 
21 
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the item would be scored RR. If the selection of process was 
right, and the answer given was wrong, the item would be scored 
RW. If the selection of process was right, and the answer was 
omitted, the item would be scored RO. If the selection of 
process was wrong, and the answer given was right, the item 
would be scored WR. If the selection of process was ~tted. 
and the answer given was wrong, the item would be scored ow, etc. 
Analysis of the data.-- Table 1 shows tbe distribution of 
the total population of the fourth grades used in this study. 
POPULATION 
Table 1. Distribution of Boys and Girls Arranged According to 
Classrooms 
Class Boys Girls 
(1) (2) (3) 
I 12 16 
II 14: 17 
III 9 11 
IV 9 11 
v 11 15 
VI 8 13 
VII 10 13 
VIII 12 12 
Total 85 108 
It should be noted that each classroom has a larger girl 
population than boy population, and that the totals indicate 
more than a fourth again as many girls as boys. 
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INTELLIGENCE 
Table 2 shows the intelligence quotients distribution as 
obtained trom the Kuhlmann-Finch Intelligence Teat given to all 
fourth grades in Hingham, Massachusetts, in February, 1953. 
Table 2. I. Q. Ddstribution ot the Fourth Grade Pupils Used in 
This Study 
I. Q. 
{1) 
140 - 144 
135 - 1Z9 
130 - 13-i 
125 - 129 
120 - 124 
115 - 119 
110 - 11-i 
105 - 109 
110 - 104 
95 - 99 
90 - 9-i 
85 - 89 
eo - e• 
75 - 79 
70 - 74 
65 - 69 
60 - 64r 
55 - 59 
B • 193 
Frequency 
(2) 
1 
1 
1 
7 
9 
21 
20 
M 
oil 
21 
18 
10 
3 
2 
3 
1 
From Table 2 the top and bottom I. Q. ranges were calcu-
lated. Twenty-five per cent ot the lowest scores constitute the: 
bottom fourth, and twenty-five per cent ot the highest scores 
make up the top fourth. Accumulating the frequencies up trom 
the lowest score, it was round that the, tirst quartile tell in 
the 95 - 99 I. ~. class. A further breakdown ot this class 
found the 48th case to be at 97 I. Q. Accumulating the frequen-
cies down from the highest score, it was found that the third 
quartile fell in the 110 - 114 I. Q. class. A further breakdown 
of this class found that the 48th and 49th cases were together 
at 112 I. Q. Hence, there were 48 children in the bottom I. Q. 
group, and 49 in the top I. Q. group. 
Table 3 ahows how the boy's and girl's mean scores differ 
·in regard to intelligence quotients, and form of the test. It 
was felt that RR is the most significant response type, and 
would show the most important differences, if any existed. 
Table 3. Means for Response Type RR Arranged According to Form, 
Top and Bottom I. Q. Groups, and Sex 
Form I. Q. Boys Girls Difference 
* 
~Il ~ ~l ~ ll ~!l ~!SJ 
Top 10.1 10.6 .5 
Bottom 5.9 5.9 
Difference 4.2 4.7 
Top 10.4 10.5 .1 
B Bottom 6.2 5.7 
-
.5 
Difference 4.2 4.8 
Top 9.6 10.9 1.3 
c Bottom 6.2 5.7 
-
.5 
Difference 3.4 5.2 
* 
Positive differences indicate higher means for girls 
Negative differences indicate higher means for boys 
Table 3 shows that the boys in the top fourth of the class 
:; 
obtained a mean score of 10.1 on form A, while the girls obtaine~ 
10.6. The difference between these scores is .5 which is rela-
tively small. Hence for all prac~ical purposes there was no 
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difference as regards sex for the top fourth on form A. The 
bottom fourth show no difference for rc~ A. There is a practical 
significant difference between the boys in the top fourth and the 
bottom fourth on form A, and the same is true for the girls. 
From this table it is evident that the children in the 
higher intelligence group did cona1atantly better on all forms 
of the test. This table also shows that the differences in sex 
are practically significant only in form C for the top fourth of : 
the population tested. This form favored the girls. 
The girls in the top fourth of the population got their 
highest mean score on fol'llt C, and the boys in this top group 
made their lowest mean score on form c. 
RESPONSE TYPES 
Table 4 indicates the mean scores for each type of response: 
for all the children, and ia arranged according to the three 
forma of the teat. 
Table 4. Summary of the Means for All the Children Arranged 
According to Form and Response Type 
Form RR RW RO WR 1IW wo OR ow 00 
(1) {gf (~) (4) (6) ( 6) (7) nu (9) (16) 
A a.s • 7 
-
.2 1.8 
-
.2 .1 •• B s.e .5 
-
.3 1.7 
-
.3 .1 .3 
c a;s • 6 
- •• 
1.4 
-
.3 .1 .5 
This table shows that the children obtained a mean score of 
a.s on torm A tor the response type RR. That is, the children, 
25 
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on the average, chose the right process and gave the right 
.answer for 8.6 of the 12 problema on teat form A. 
The children chose the right process but gave the wrong 
answer on an average of .7 for the 12 problems on test form A. 
The children chose the wrong process and gave the right 
answer on an average of .2 of the 12 problems on test form A. 
This table clearly indicates that in moat cases the child-
ren selected the right process and gave the right answer, since 
the largest mean scores are for response type RR. The wrong 
selection of process, and the wrong answer WW, was the second 
. most common type of response. 
To make the figures in this table more meaningful it was 
i 
'''decided to construct the following two tables. Table 5 has 
j,combined the means for the response types RR, WR, AND OR, to 
I 
!: show the total means of right answers regardless of the choice 
;. of process. 
::Table 5. 
I; 
Combined Means for Response Types RR, WR, and OR, 
Arranged According to Porm 
Response Form A Form B Form C 
(1) (2) ( 3) ( 4) 
RR 8.6 8.8 8.6 
1IR .2 .3 .4 
OR .2 .3 .3 
Total 9.0 9.4 9.3 
On teat form A the children made a mean score of 8.6 for 
1\ 
II 
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.the response type RR, a mean score or .2 for the response t~pe 
WR, and a mean score ot .2 tor the response type OR. The total 
ot these means is 9.0, which indicates that, on the average, 
the children gave the right answer for 9.0 ot the 12 problems on 
the teat form A. An examination of the totals shows no differ- : 
ence of practical significance in the forms. 
Table 6 was constructed to combine the response types RW, 
WW, and OW, to determine which form of tbe teat would yield the 
greatest mean scores tor the wrong answer regardless ot the 
choice of the process. 
Table 6. Combined Means for the Responses RW, ww, and ow, 
Arranged According to Form 
Response Form A Form B Form C 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
RW .7 .5 .6 
ft 1.8 1.7 1.4 
ow .1 .1 .1 
Total 2.6 s.s 2.1 
On test form A, the children J118.de a mean score ot .7 tor 
the response type RW, a mean score ot 1.8 tor the response type 
WW, and a mean score of .1 tor response tJpe ow. The total or 
· these means is 2.6, which indicates that, on the average, the 
children gave the wrong answer for 2.6 ot the 12 problema 
regardless ot the selection or process on form A. 
Form a has produced the highest total mean score tor wrong 
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answers; however the difference is too small to be of any prac-
tical significance. 
Tables 5 and 6 were made to give more meaning to Table 4. 
These two tables showed that there was no difference or practical 
significance between the three forma of the teat as regards the 
right answers given and the wrong answers given. 
These last three tables indicate that there is little or 
no practical significance in the difference between the responsea 
given to the three forms of wording a verbal arithmetic problem. 
SEX DIFFERENCES 
To determine whether or not girls achieved higher mean 
scores than boys, or vice versa, the following table was made 
according to the type of response and test form. 
Table 7. Means tor Boys and Girls Arranged According to Form 
and Type of Response 
Form Sex RR RW RO WR n wo OR ow 00 
~!) ~~l t 3l t4l t ISl ~~l ~'l ~§l t§l ~~l5J ~!:i:J 
A Boy a.~ .a .3 1.7 .3 .2 ... 
Girl 8.7 .e .1 2.0 .1 .1 •• 
•Difference •• -.2 -.2 .3 -.2 -.1 
B Bo7 8.6 .7 .3 1.6 •• .2 .3 Girl e.g .5 .2 1.8 .2 .3 
•Difference .3 -.2 -.1 .2 -.2 -.2 
c Bo7 8.1 .a .5 1.5 •• .1 .6 Girl 9.0 .5 .2 1.4 .2 .1 .5 
•Difference .9 -.3 -.3 -.1 -.2 -.1 
* 
Positive differences indicate higher means .for girls 
Negative differences indicate higher means .for boys 
-· ,;. 
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This table shows that the boys got a mean score of 8.3 on 
form A for the response type RR, which indicates that the boys 
chose the right process and gave the right answer for 8.3 of the 
12 problems on form A. The girls chose the right process and 
gave the right answer (response type RR) for 8.7 of the 12 
.problems on form A. The boys chose the wrong process and gave 
.the wrong answer (response type WW) for 1.6 problems on form B. 
The girls chose the wrong process and gave the wrong answer 
·(response type WW) for 1.8 of the 12 problems on form B. 
The above table indicates that the girls got consistently 
:lhigher scores on the response type RR on all forms of the test. 
i 
iThe girls got higher scores on forms A and B for the response 
I !!type WW, while the boys 1 mean score for form C was higher than 
!, 
::the girls'. The boys' mean scores were consistently higher on 
i) 
II 
.I 
!,response types RW, WR, and OR. Response types RO and WO did not,\ 
I 
::register any mean scores for either boys or girls on forms A, B,.: 
;and c. 
All the differences are so small that they are of little or 
i 
'no practical significance, which would indicate that the way in !I 
'·which verbal arithmetic problems are worded has no affect on the 
,response as regards sex. 
Table a was constructed so that a comparison might be made 
of the means and the standard deviations for the boys and the if 
:! 
,girls for the three different forms of the test for the resp()nse:! 
type RR. The response type RR was chosen since it is the most 
significant type of response. This table shows the mean scores 
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.as well as the variability of the groups for each form of the 
i test. 
i1',rable 8. Means and Standard Deviations for Response Type RR, 
Arranged According to Form and Sex 
:Form Boys Girls Difference* 
.! (1) ( 2) ( 3) (!) 
A Mean 8.:5 8.7 .4 
S.D. :5.0 2.8 .2 
B :Mean 8.6 8.9 .4 
S.D. 3.0 2.8 
-
.2 
c Mean 8.1 9.0 1.0 
S.D. 3.0 2.6 
-
.4 
~*Positive difference indicates higher means or standard devia-
tiona for girls 
Negative difference indicates higher means or standard devia-
tiona for boys 
II 
!i 
. :\ 
!I 
:I 
If 
I 
The boys chose the right process and gave the right answer 
11 
li 
·for 8.3 ot the 12 problems on .form A. The girls chose the right,
1 
:i process and gave the right answer for 8.7 of the 12 problems on ij 
!~.form A. This makes a dif'ference of .4 between the boys and the 
•girls and shows that the girls got the higher mean score. The 
boys had a standard deviation of 3.0, while the girls had a 
standard deviation of 2.8. This makes a difference of' .2 
between them which shows the boys to be more variable than the 
·girls. 
The .indications in Table 8 are that the girls got higher i: ,, 
i! 
llmeans on all forms of' the test, and the boys had larger standard! 
:J 
This in.f'orms.tion seems to 1 
I 
.I 
deviations on all forms of the test. 
--'j-'~ 
ij 
il 
:[ 
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point out that the girls did better as a group than the boys i~ 
.the correct selection of process, and in the correct answer 
given. The consistently larger standard deviations for the boys 
shows their greater variability; therefore, as a group, the boys' 
RR scores were more spread out. Furthermore, the smaller mean 
score indicates that as a group, the boys did not do as well as , 
the girls in the response type RR. 
The differences of the mean scores are so amall on forms A 
1 
and B that they are of no practical significance. The mean 
difference for form C is probably significant for this response 
type RR. However, it was demonstrated that when the means for 
the right answer, regardless of the selection of process, were 
combined, the differences were not practically significant. 
The differences in the variability is relatively small, 
and is of no practical significance. 
ARITHMETIC PROCESSES 
The following four tables have been constructed to show the.~ 
per cent of response for each of the arithmetic processes 
according to the form of the test. 
Table 9 shows the percentage of response given to the 
addition ex~ples on the three forms of the test. 
'Table 9. Per Cent of Response tor Addition Examples, Arranged 
According to Type of Response and Form 
Form RR RW RO WR n wo OR ow 00 
(1) (~) (3) 0\) (5) {6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
A 85.2 5.0 
·' 
•.a 1.0 .5 3.1 
B 87.9 3.5 .7 3.8 1 •• •• 2.4 c 81.2 4.5 .2 1.2 7.1 .2 1.6 .2 4.0 
This table shows the per cent of the children's response 
to the addition examples according to the type ot response and 
the form ot the test. The following are illustrations of how 
these percentages should be interpreted. 
Ot all the children 85.2 per cent chose the right process 
and gave the right answer (RR response type) tor all the additio~ 
examples on form A. 
Ot all the children 3.8 per cent chose the wrong process 
and gave the wrong answer (WW response type) tor all the addition 
examples on form B. 
Ot all the children 4.5 per cent chose the right process 
but gave the wrong answer (RW response type) tor all the additio~ 
examples on form C. 
The response type RR is the most significant and Table 9 
shows that form B resulted in the highest percentage of this 
response in the addition examples. 
Table 10 shows the percentage of response given to the 
subtraction examples on the three forms ot the test. 
:I 
I 
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Table 10. Per Cent of Response for Subtraction Examples, 
Arranged According to Type of Response and Form 
Form RR RW RO WR ww wo OR ow 00 
0;) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (0) (10) 
A 75.5 6.2 1.7 9.5 1.6 1.0 4.5 
B 75.0 6.2 ~.s 11.'7 1.4 1.0 1.9 
c 76.0 4.7 4.3 7.8 2.9 
·" 
4.0 
This table Shows the per cent ot the children's response 
to the subtraction examples according to the type of response 
and the form of the teat. The following are illustrations of 
how these percentages should be interpreted. 
Of all the children, 75.5 per cent chose the right process 
and gave the right answer (RR response type) tor all the sub-
traction examples on form A. 
Ot all the children, 75.0 per cent chose the right process , 
and gave the right answer (RR response type) tor all the sub-
traction examples on form B. 
Of all the children, 76.0 per cent chose the right process 
and gave the right answer (RR response type) for all the sub-
traction examples on form c. 
I 
Response type RR is the most significant and Table 10 show• 
that torm C resulted in the highest per cent of this response 
in the subtraction examples • 
Table 11 shows the per cent of response given to the mul-
tiplication examples on the three forma ot the test. 
!' II il I 
I 
I 
li 
!I 
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Table 11. Per 6ent of Response for Multiplication Examples. · 
Arranged According to Type of Response and Form 
Form RR RW RO WR n wo OR ow 00 
(1) ( 2) ( 3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (~) (9) (10) 
A 62.9 9.0 1.7 22.5 1.-i 1.0 1.6 
B 65.8 5.5 1.7 21.6 2.-i .4 2.6 
c 64.4 9.2 .2 2.4 17.8 1.6 1.0 3.5 
This table shows the per cent of the children' a response 
to the multiplication examples according to the type of response: 
and the form of the test. The following are illustrations of 
how these percentages should be interpreted. 
Of all the children, 62.9 per cent chose the right process 
and gave the right answer (RR response type) for all the multi-
plication examples on form A. 
Of all the children. 5.5 per cent chose the right process 
but gave the wrong answer (RW response type) for all the multi-
plication examples on form B. 
or all the children .2 per cent chose the right process 
but omitted the answer (RO response type) for all the multipli-
cation examples on form c. 
Response type RR, is the most significant and Table 11 
shows that form B resulted in the highest per cent of this 
response in the multiplication examples. 
Table 12 shows the per cent of response given to the 
division examples on the three forms of the test. 
Table 12. Per Cent ot Response for Division Examples, Arranged 
According to Form and Type of Response 
Form RR RW RO WR ww wo OR ow 00 
(l) (2) (~) (4) (5) ( 6) (7) ( ~) (9) (1o) 
A 61.7 2.6 .2 2.8 24.7 2.4 1.4 4.3 
B 63.6 5.2 .2 3.1 19.3 4.2 1.4: 3.1 
c 64.8 3.1 •• 2 15.5 4.2 1.6 6.7 
This table shows the per cent of the children's response 
to the division examples according to the type of response and 
·the form of the test. The following are illustrations of how 
these percentages should be interpreted. 
Of all the children, 61.7 per cent chose the right process 
and gave the right answer (RR response type) for all the divis-
ion examples on form A. 
Of all the children 63.6 per cent chose the right process 
and gave the right answer (RR response type) for all the divis-
ion examples on form B. 
Of all· the children 64.8 per cent chose the right process 
and gave the right answer (RR response type) for all the divis-
ion examples on form c. 
Response type RR is the most significant and Table 12 shows: 
that form C resulted in the highest per cent of this response 
in the division examples. 
In summary of the last four tables (9 - 12) dealing with 
the arithmetic processes, it is apparent that for the addition 
'and multiplication exa~~PLes, form B (the statement of facta 
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followed by an imperative sentence) resulted in the highest per 
cent of RR responses. For the subtraction and division examples. 
form C (the statement of facts followed by an incomplete state-
ment) resulted in the highest per cent or RR responses. 
To more clearly see the results of Tables 9 - 12. the 
following two tables have been constructed. They combine certai~ 
response types in connection with the forms and the arithmetic 
process. 
First consider Table 13. in which response types have cor-
rect answers in common. 
Table 13. Combined Per Cents for Response Types RR, WR, and OR, · 
Arranged According to Form and Arithmetic Process 
Form Addition Subtraction .Multiplication Division 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
j. 86.5 78.8 66.0 66.8 
B 90.0 80.1 70.0 70.8 
c 83.9 81.3 68.4 73.1 
Making observations vertically, the reader will notice that.· 
in the processes of addition and multiplication, form B resulted 
in the highest per cent of correct answers, regardless of choice 
of process. In the processes ot subtraction and division, form 
o resulted in the highest per cent of correct answers, regardless 
of choice of process. In the process of addition, form 0 ob-
tained the lowest per cent, and in the other three processes, 
form A obtained the lowest per cent. 
This seems of interest since the form A type of problem, 
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which is the most commonly used in instructional material, really 
obtained the lowest per cent of correct answers, regardless or 
process selection. 
Now, observing the figures horizontally, the reader's 
attention is directed to the tact that in all three forms ot 
the test, the process ot multiplication obtained the lowest per 
cents, and the process ot addition obtained the highest per 
cents. 
Now consider Table 14, in which response types have wrong 
answers in common. 
Table 14. Combined Per Cents for Response Types RW, WW, and OW, 
Arranged According to Form and Arithmetic Process 
Form Addition Subtraction Multiplication Division 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
A 10.4 16.8 32.5 28.7 
B 7.6 18.0 27.5 26.0 
c 11.7 12.8 28.0 20.2 
Viewing the figures of this table vertically, the reader 
will notice that in the process or addition, form C resulted in 
the highest per cent of wrong answers regardless or choice ot 
process. This means that more incorrect answers were given on 
form C addition examples. Form B resulted in the least incor-
~· rect answers regardless of choice of process for the addition 
examples. 
This situation was reversed on the subtraction process. 
Form c resulted in the fewest incorrect answers regardless of 
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Table 15. Test Forms Arranged According to Classes and Sequence' 
Glasa First Second Third 
(1) (2) ( 3) (4) 
I c A B 
II A B c 
III c B A 
IV B A c 
v c A B 
VI A c B 
VII A e B 
VIII B c A 
Since there were eight classes and only aix possible 
'· I 
different sequences (ABC, ACB, BAC, BCA, CAB1 and CBA), two ot 
the six were arbitrarily chosen (ACB and CAB) fo:r the two 
:remaining classes. 
I 
Table 16 shows the mean scores obtained by all the children 
ifo:r each :response type according to the position in the 
in which they were administered. 
sequence:! 
'Table 16 • .Means to:r All the Children fo:r Each Response Type, 
Arranged According to Test Sequence 
Sequence RR RW RO WR ww wo OR ow 00 
(1) (2) (3) (4) {5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
First 8.1 .a .3 1.8 .3 .1 .5 
Second a.s .a .3 1.6 .2 .1 .3 
Third 9.0 
-·6 .2 1.6 .3 .1 .4 
The above table was constructed to demonstrate the effect 
qOf practice. lc This assumes that the pupil's achievement will 
'I 
I 
:I 
'I 
-_- :.r--
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increase with experience. This table bears out that assumption~ 
at least to a degree. However, to more readily see this~ the 
two following tables have been made to summarize the figures of 
Table 16. 
Table 17. Combined Means for the Responses RR, WR, and OR~ 
Arranged According to Sequence and Sex 
Sequence Boys Girls Difference* 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
First 8.6 9.0 .• 4 
Second 9.3 9.5 .2 
Third 9.5 9.4 
- .1 
* 
Positive difference indicates higher means for girls 
Negative difference indicates higher means for boys 
Combining the response types which have in common the 
correct answers, the reader will quickly see the effect of 
practice in the boys' column of means. There is a jump of 
seven tenths of a problem between the first and second tests 
taken~ and an increase of two tenths between the second and 
third. The means for the girls' efforts demonstrates a rise of 
five tenths between the first and second tests taken~ while 
there is a drop of one tenth between the second and third tests 
taken. 
The effect of practice, as such, for both boys and girls 
4t has its greatest demonstration between the first and second 
tests taken. 
The difference between boys' and girls' responses brings 
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out the interesting effect of the difference favoring the girls 
1
/ 
!: 
,on the first test given. Following the differences down. it 
will be noticed that the girls lose the favor in the difference 
to the boys in the third test. 
Table 18. Combined Means for the Response Types RW. ww. and ow.!; 
Arranged According to Sequence and Sex 
Sequence Boys Girls Difference* 
(1) ( 2) ( 3) (4) 
First 2.9 2.5 
-
.4 
Second 2.2 2.3 .1 
Third 2.3 2.2 
-
.1 
''*Positive difference indicates higher means for girls 
I Negative difference indicates higher means for boys 
These responses have in common the wrong answers given. 
Much as in Table 17. the greatest drop in the means for 
"both boys and girls appears between the first and second tests 
I taken. then the differences taper orr to one tenth or a problem •. 
I 
.Table 19. Number of Times Test Forms Were Given. Arranged 
According to Test Form and Sequence 
Form First Second Third 
(1) (2) (3) {4) 
A 3 3 2 
B 2 2 4 
c 3 3 2 
This table indicates that test form B was given to more 
children as the last in the series than either of the_other two 
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forms. Referring to Table 16 to note the effect of practice 1 
the writer recalls the fact that with each succeeding test the 
:children. did better. This was anticipated 1 and for that reason1 
:the different teachers were instructed to adndnister the three 
!forms of the test in various orders 1 or sequences. Table 19 
shows how many times the different forms were given in each 
position of the sequence. 
Form B was administered in the third position of the 
:sequence just twice as often as the other two forms. Forms A 
and C were given in the three sequence positions exactly the 
~same number of times. It would be, therefore 1 more correct for 
•the writer to compare forms A and c. 
Form A, the most commonly used form of writing arithmetic 
:!verbal problems, has a statement of the facts followed by an 
1interrogative sentence. Form C, the least commonly used form ot 
writing arithmetic verbal problems has a statement of the facts 
followed by an incomplete statement. 
Referring back to Tables 13 and 14, the writer recalls 
that form C showed higher percentages than form A on all 
•· processes except addition. This would indicate that when the 
,'forms of the test are equated in regards to sequence, form C 
• showed higher percentages than form A. 
Table 20 shows the amounts of time required to complete 
the test forms, and is arranged according to the positions in 
the sequence of the administration of the tests to each class. 
li .. 
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Table 20. Testing Times, Arranged According to Class and 
Sequence of Forms 
Class Sequence 1st Test Given 2nd Test Given 3rd Test 
(1} (2} (3) (4) (5) 
I CAB 13 16 15 
*II ABC 34 25 13 
III C:BA 19 19 11 
IV BAC 20 15 12 
v CAB 19 14 12 
VI ACB 20 18 17 
VII ACB 13 13 12 
VIII BOA 20 15 18 
*Average·Time 17.7 15.7 13.9 
:*Class II figures were not used 
Given 
Table 20 gives the results of the timing for the tests in 
! 
each class on each form of the test. Referring to the Appendix,: 
the reader will find in the GENERAL DIRECTIONS, item number 8, 
that the test was not to be considered a "timed" test, but 
rather, the average time tor all the tests would give any future! 
investigator an estimate of the time required to perform this 
test. These figures were given by the individual classroom 
teachers as indicating the lapse of time between the moment the 
children started on their own with problem one, until 90 per 
cent of the children had finished. It is conceivable that the 
teacher of class II did not follow the directions as given, or 
that the class was an exceptionally slow one, or that there were 
more than 10 per cent in the class who were exceptionally slow. 
Regardless of the reason' class II times were too far away from 
the normal running times, and were not used in the computation 
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the average time for the test. 
·- - -··-· --- ·-- . - -· ----- ------- - ·--
- --- ---
The effect of practice is seen here because the average 
:times show a decrease in the time required of two minutes 
between tests. The average time for all the tests in all the 
classrooma regardless of the sequence was 15.3 minutes. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Statement of the problem and procedure.-- The purpose of 
!!this study was to try to discover whether or not the way in 
I: 
J,iwhich a verbal arithmetic problem is stated has any bearing on 
J!the response. Three teat forma were used. The traditional 
I! 
(:.style, identified as form A, had a statement of the f'acta 
II 
::followed by an interrogative sentence. Form B, which is also 
i' 
'· 
:'used in instructional material, had a statement of the facta 
li 
/followed by an imperative sentence. The experimental style, 
jwhlch is rarely used in instructional material, bad a statement 
1· of the facts followed by an incomplete sentence. These three 
!I 
11 forma of' the test were given to 193 fourth grade children in 
Hingham, Massachusetts. This number includes the entire fourth 
grade population of that town. Five schools involving eight 
[classes were participants in this study. The intelligence 
:,quotients considered in the analysis were the top quarter and 
'the bottom quarter. The test results were based on correct 
,selection of process and correct answers given to the problems. )j 
Summary of the findings.-- !i d II 
1. The population of the group showed that there were morel I 
:I 
than a quarter as many more girls than boys. 
2. The children in the top I. Q. group got consistently 
better scores than the bottom I. ~. group. 
il 
I 
. '! 
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3. Only on .form c, and in the top I. Q. group did the 
girls do better than the boys. All other sex and I. Q. 
comparisons showed little or no di.f'.f'erence of practical 
significance. 
4. The analysis ot the means tor the various types o.f' 
responses showed that there was little or no difference: 
ot practical significance demonstrated between the 
three forms ot the teat. 
5. There was little or no dit.f'erence of practical signif-
icance demonstrated between the responses ot boys and 
girls on forms A and B. Form 0 did show a di.f'terence 
of practical significance favoring the girls. 
6. The boys had more variability than the girls, as shown 
by the larger standard deviations tor the boys. 
7. Dl.f'.f'erences in the responses to the tour arithmetic 
processes was demonstrated; however, these di.f'ferences 
were so small that their practical significance ia 
doubtful. 
Conclusions.--
1. The data or this study concludes that the way in which 
a verbal arithmetic problem is stated does not signi.f'-
icantly affect the response to any practical aigniti-
canoe. 
2. It would seem evident that there are implications here 
for the writers of instructional material. as well aa · 
for classroom practices. Since a large part o.f' child-
- ·,_-
ren's learning takes place by means of varied activity 
in problem sitQations, it would seem advisable to 
include more problems in the styles of forms B and c. 
The children would experience more variety in their 
learning activities, if instructional materials were 
to use the three torm.s of stating word problema. This 
could be done without causing differences of practical 
significance. 
Suggestions for further studz.--
1. A continuation ot this study on a larger scale with 
more problema in the test and a larger population. 
2. A study might conceivably produce some valuable data 
it an experimental group was given experience with all 
three forms of the problems, while a control group was 
given experience only with the traditional style of 
the problema. 
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uoar T. ch r, 
y \1BY of lntroduct. n, 1 n ~J\, ru ~. •elle !d 
teacher in Hingham, '1aeeechu8 tte. 1 em e~ . ng for meEterl' degree 
in education &t Beeton n ~er~ ty. iy tl-}ee e pro 1 Jll £' to teet the 
hypotheeie that the form of r.e.t:po. e ·o verbal Pr t1.met1c probleme 
1e t same r gerdlcce fo th~ ett~d of pr.sent t on ueed. Th1B 
problem hae b en a met er of in ere 
teachers 1 hove contacted. T t . 
o d pe.u aAion with m ny 
o d, I em a k ~ ror your kind 
cop ratio • 
the t 
'I.' 
14' ... : 
Ere ttr L t etr t ~- ad .1 1Fter The three forme of 
r only h · ·~y 1 n \YhJ. h tne \i rd 'fro emf! re eta tad. 
aryl ne 2 oll, en. Jane he 3 do 1. 
llow meny dolJ F '1 v, tney to~ether? 
FOq 1 ~ ry he 2 0ll , ~n J ne he 3 d . ~. 
F~nd how ~rny d 1 they ave toget e • 
l'OR. G r.: ry ha 2 doll , , nd Jan ha 3 doll • 
T gether they have d 1 
You v1ll not~ thet FO~: ae t:o prob~erue worded 1n the 
usual ~enner: s declaratjve n~enc Yhich ,~ateF the focte. end an 
11terroget1ve ~:e11tence which o.c:k for en enEwe:r. FO :r E prob1eme 
have e decleret·ve eentenc follo ~ y an 1m:x:;-rst1re sentence 
t pro"b1 111. roR: t prcl' ems have a .J directing pup1le tc eo 
declare 1ve E nt~n e ; y l"l 1 te FtE!t ""l€nt. 
All cnjldrer: .. fo1 the teet; ho•. ever the 
eff (l I ) • ' (. " c .~ t b one 1cerE..d, r refore. the 
g 0 0 t. e-tc h v 1 1 v ~·1n c .auenceF:. The order 
you 1 1 , ee lE-E br , te en i ur 11 Ge e 1 !nr·r ct on~:" P.hee • 
t 
ln P.n f ortto 
t. to ,1ve '· .. 
I t l 
aint in o~c t ncy, houl 1 a 1 
e c 1 e. - · dn d y-Fr day be E • 
11 ,.. t 1 a, n 
111 ~ t 
Th a ct of 'pr E." m ot, r factor 1n thee~ 
t. t ; ho ever, the p r il ty m be d e • 1 must a -. k o 
to coop rate on nothcr po 1t 1n '4 e 1 rd. 
arithmetic prob1eme i=n;;.....;,.;= 
Eor1o • .Do not uring 
inve.. 
ny teach' g slcng the 
te the r u1t . 
1 , i 1 to 1 to 
r WO type of nforllie .. 1o"l r:. einp; fer, f r wh1c1 form 
hE' e , n rn d ; 1' . en~lo e e r .... o. upplied upon 
w.11,.., t r tle "1m . of n· nc to :n n tic n of the teEtt~. 
ct t! e . n • ve inc ~h teFtP ~e be .::ed on ., , 
a 1 r 1 th- futur t I a a r € t.e t1'11e of 
e 1 t r 11 hG c.,e f' r· h m. 
f'or . "1 (l en en ·ln . ; o .. t ...... ~cord in of nnmefl £l. 
t', n .. (1."'.) cf a 1 t £1 'OUt: lF. t 'kinp: the teete. 
ni fl v rv 1 orta I Finco E1 co of trl enalyP1£1 1 1 be m de 
a cor ln. t I •. ~ ·oup1ng. 
1 Eh ld 11 H3 yo • 0 ro d th G. T, .I I"!r-'!.'R J,'l'IO,'S 
, n t 1 L I ... T ·~ o t1-1e three o~ n ar y v rba '[ ae i 
n tu' 1ly of' re ~on a in iF e t1Dt 1 l&y a eume 
cone1et cy. 
te ull vo .r • 
d • H _on 
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1. I' lace on the board: 
1 January 5 1-.ay 0 September 
2 February .. ,Tun,J 16 October 0 
3 !·!arch 7 July 11 No t.mber 
4 Aprll 8 J1ugue:t 12 DGoember 
2. r.:ake suro every oh1ld hae a penc11 and an eraser. 
3. a9D~ to alaee: 
I know a :r=erEon who 1s lntorePted :tn · •e arithmetic that boye 
and g~r-ls y~) :i .. ~ge C!.l!l do. H\3 ~~a~ e.~lrt~~ yvu an.:.! ::;1•~ t.:1 he"ip !'1::.m. 
;:yJ.'3J ~1'3 ~~= J du u :.::.".:. :Jf t;;~um;.:e:;! J'o:." h1w , :1ej!t'-'2i:l!1y wu H:ll :J.:> 
another oet, and Friday we wlll do the last set. There are thrPe 
t.es'.:.a :l.n ul:. 
f'o":..J .. '"''C.il· p;l'llde t-oy~ e~.1d ~~~:·le i'!:l ~0':Bra'l plE.·~eu :.l!'e b~ln~~ P :'hed 
•.:.·:.> n~·lp by d~1~nr; t:1e£le camr:; examplee . 
He would liP.Ie us to • ork aa fact as \tTa can, but would not want 
us to go eo f et thE:t o me: s a lo J of m1etakeP. ~le-\·:ant e ue to 
do our v ry best. 
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4 • .Pa ~ out the t~E:i.f. ·:Dke ~ re you have t lte oorrec"", form. You are to 
adru.i.nleter th€ teet~ l th..._Pl order: rcru: on l~onday I FOR~  on 
·,·;e ~needay . 8nd FORV _f)_ on Friday. 
5. Help th0 ch1:dren 'fill out he cover page. 
Al:..: --pleu"'.o: print--note th"lt lnf-lt mc.me 18 flret 
S.,f•OOL 
~ TY Oi~ TO~i~ 
.JOY OR GIRL 
TOD~Y'S DATE--pleepe put thie on the board to 1,Ju~trate the 
uFa of the 1umbero 1or the month. 
DAT~ OF LAST B1R1':IDAY--e:amo ae ubovo 
YOUR AGE~e on LAS~ birthday 
6. l!:r.e.ee the m.o,1h:~re and :nontl1e from the 'boer~, add place the following 
on the board·. 
A--Add 
8--3ubtrsot 
~: ·~- i'i:ul t lp ly 
D--:Jtv· de 
iii Th1E shou d rem·1ln on t~~c b ord thr-m; :hout t!':e teet1n!7 
porlod. 
7. Read the direct. m1r f r t:,.J f~"'r·n ~lh1c!J ' ~.... lC c1ven. You ere to 
edm1n1cter th' t.c "': ~ '"" th~ f. ord r: ~ ?. •. 6 _on ~lond8_,r, POR. C. on 
\'ledne .. d y, :nd ..-or A --n ... ridey. po .!.:_0!._t2_:V!A'I~E rnm~ TPJS ~R~!~R. 
e. Recor· tre t~.ffiPE f' utr.i )?) ; E''l1.d te •nl'nrttin~ cech tePt on t.he 
form J.-!'Ov ~\. t;;tl, -nd t~~r.J ln the 'propel E'f a co. ''T~et termlneted at" 
refcrP to the U.me u 1€ ap1:ro::r. :.mstoly 00·'S of th': c 1 O.Pr hae fin Phcd. 
·,'1: en 90~ of the cl<1CP ha12 f1l.· ~hQd, ple~ce colh~ct all the ps.pers. 
T11~e 1~ ·rot n t,1mod teet, 'L1t t would 11ko t,o compute tho avereg~ 
t.me fo the telt~ from nll the teste ~1vcn in all the clar oo~. 
~. 1 will~· rr~·t ~ 1 the _apcre, ~o when the thrae teetc heva bee 
adm1 is. P , 111 you ~:G~ee !1 co t,sm alo~g 'tth the com~l~tn 
t1i n 9!1 1 cl f:'E lh "!';'I'!" .... h f'-.JJ .. fed I? a,}:$d envel [:e 
nd • to E • Boston Univers ity 
School of Education 
Library 
The teet we Are ~oi~g t do today hoe the kind of probleme 
thet we hElve as esmplee on th1t.? peP:a. 'le will do theEe oxamplee 
top,ether, eo while 1 I"ead the f ret E'Bmple problem "1 ', will J'"OU 
p.eeee follow along on your paper. 
Jack'et boote arc 9 inches hlf"h. Il £" f-ther'e ''ootf. are 18 
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incher h1~h. Fine h w meny incheP higher hi~ f ther'e boot~ are. 
< fJ.P5!!; F.)-q , ~o~~~-~· T 
1! w, boyL· end girle, 1at ou. e the be t we.y to olve t 1e 
problem--add, s btre..::t, mlltip y, o1 divic. ? £rAUSh FOR A~:sWER) 
o r 
That 1e correct, it 1 b et to SUBT tOT. 
1ot1" on your ,..a er th t the lett r "3'1 haP a 
~ot let e do the ~rk to get the enewer. 
Qpac at ~ _ht i e or the p 
circle drawn 
':le will do 
( ?0 T1\Ttl'l T 0 IT 
no and d ~he 1ork (, 
F ·r , (? INCHes) 
• 1 ., ou ': t for ·I 
Yol h s f ther' boote arc 
ene~e on th \1e und r tne problo 
f p • ~ 1 
0~ you r ad t~ next ee ·p· pro n 
ar eoon aE you ·now ~he b ~t a to olve t' 
t ~ye a~~w r". 
"1", and re1Pe your 
pr blem. 
that 
hand 
(~ LI o.· SO 'SONE) (""lllTlPIY) 
t ULT F IY '. correct. W1rEt we will place a c rc1 around the 
le ter· ". ' • 1 x, e w 11 ~ork out J h£J problem by ourf?e vas. 'hh n 
you kno 1 the n~ \\ er ra1 ee oup he :1c1. ( C r Ll 0 r S0.41'.:0 .. FOR Tr!E ANS 'IJt: ) 
R ght! Th re ere 36 cane of eoup on the shelf. 
Be ure ow to place your nf? •er on th line beside the word 
"anFwer' • T.e next probl n you w 11 do by youreelf. 'fuen you heve 
f1n1E<hed, put oo'trn yo r :!Jencile find we~t for me to check your \'l'orlt. 
(.A'l' THIS FOIN'T, 'rn·· YOl flEAS~ 'JAIY i'R:lUm TH•. ROO~ TO 'A¥"~<~ 
SUR..!. 'HB: ~:JIVJt:tl•, H V..!. Jlt.'~LED . l'TTr.:R--"U" I >1 TBI3 r;Y.A.~PL • --AND 
TBf.T 'l'Hf'~Y li1.V-: 1- f c...::.~ TH..; A'S E It T fE SPACb: l ROVlDED.) 
lhet did you do o "olve he pro lem? (DIVID.£ J.S ~0. REJT) 
~~Pt lette dld you c rcle. (D) 
ihet a1F.t r dod .ou g ? (12 F l~'DS) 
. ~r~ • cu h· v ritt~n the e.1 er ln the space for lt 
beeid 'a.nE 1er" • 
now. 
c ve e y u-.t>tio -J 
le 1 
beg n 01 TT. "'0h. . H 0 Io·~r...) 
# 
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DIR~~TION9 FO~ FO~P~-~~:--·•~j' 
Th teet we ere goin~ to do today h the ~ind of problemF-
t.hat we have ae es.mp1e~ on thir. pege. We will o th r exampler; 
together, EO while I read the f1ret earople prnbJem"A 11 w 11 you pleeee 
follow along on your paper. 
There re 3 rowe of eoup cans on the ehelf, •nd there are 12 
canP in each rot. There are cane of eoup on the Phelf. 
(~J'.USE FOR A Y.O~"E T) 
Now, boyo a~d g1rle, h~~ lO~ld bet e bet way to eolve thiP 
preble --ad , btract, roultl 1 , or d1v ide'? ( P ti.P~ .... FO~ A.:s·rsq) 
That ir cor ec , it ie be~t to :'ULTIPIX. 
'lotice on yn1 r pspe thr . ,.,., letter "··" ha a circle dra 
aroufl it. T ou let us do the wo k to et tii neHer. \ e -1111 de 
our o ~ t c pac at the rig1t e_de of tr~ p p,r. (f' INT TO IT) 
Co sh ad now, nd do e work. (W IT FOR -~~ CJ~_ss) 
\Tha r. you g t for an ane 'fer' ( ( ;6) 
as, therE er 36 cane of foup on th shelf. Now, ilecc th~t 
an~::wer on the 1 ne under the prob em where 1t eeyf. ''an£ 1er 1 • Do not 
placf.; th ~n~ r in the blank l:'~oce in the prob em. 
red tne next problem" 11 , nd r._ e your hond ee eoon se 
you know a wou.d be he b et w to olvs the problem. 
( .. nL 0, so· ... o~,.., (Dlv-, ... ) 
D V ~~ 1 ~or1ect. 'irs~ w plece c rc e around the letter 
"ext e will rk out the protlem by ourFe vee. ~.en you know 
the answer e 1E e your hand. ( :J ~ I o·· SO 'EO.'~ !<'Oq 'l'Ti~ A""!3'l'S~) tl2) 
!t1ght! Each friend rill ge·~ 2 p~ecel? of cendy. 
re sure to place your ane er on the line b€~ide the word 
"a.nF er 11 , and not in the blank c:pE" .e in the problem. 
"D". 
The n xt problem you will do by yot: rnelf. -vhen you have 
f niehcd, r do rn your pe '}ile and wa1t for me to chock your work. 
( t _ Triln ! I T, /ILL YOU ... L...:A'""E WA I Y t1ROPrtD T 1i c!. ~00'~ TO ~·1'-YJ.; 
~u::<.r.. T- !b: :niLDIU~ 1 ?.A'!.:. :J Ir<-::L ·.D t. L <..TTK -- 11 A. 11 P THIS !!:X :· LE--t~- 1 0 
TY-.T T:! .;y HA/<.. li. .~SD Til•' A e!- Ef< !"! 'l'HF. 'J ·A'JS Bt' .. SI E T. 1J·. \'/Or<..D ''A\JS':/ER 11 
/L !J fi.'OT I TTl-;; RL .'\f' S?P.JF. 1 IN ':' . P1 0c:,. ·!·'.) 
','hat did y u do to e e the prob m? (A:JD, 
word 
now. 
·~hot lettEJ d16 rcle•. (t} 
fhat anE::W r diil ? (16 o TL<") 
n~.er in t e fpa e beeide th£ 
l o further 
in the problem. 
o o the t et, aek them 
we e·· rt. 
H~ r- TO . ITH TH!. ~r.."TYCD 
''I P:Rl£ TO PUT T ~ 
• • 
, ; 
o IREOT I oN n FOR FOR..\1 "A II 
The teet we are going to do today hae the kind of problems 
that we have ae samples on this page. l't'a will do these examples 
together, eo while I read the firot sample problem "A", will you 
please foll0\'1 along on your paper. 
Me.ry as 12 dolls, Jane ae 4 dolle. Ho\4 many do they have 
in all? (PAUSE FOR A t-!OMENT) 
Now, bo) e e.nd girls, what \/ould ... e the beet way to solve th1e 
problem--add, subtract, multiply, or d1v1de? (PAUSE FOR ANSv'ER) 
That 1e c rreot, it 1e beet to ADD. 
Not1oe 1 your paper that the letter "A" hse a circle drawn 
around t. Now Jet us do the wor to get the answer. \{e will do 
our work in the pace at tbe risht e1de of the paper. (POINT TO IT) 
Oo e.hee.d now and do the work. (WAIT FOR TilE GLASS) 
Jtat did you gat for an answ r? Kt (16 DOLLS} 
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Yae, ~ary and Jane have 16 oolle 1n a 1. Now place that answer 
on the 11no under the p obloJl where it says "e ewer••. 
·ow you ~ad the next sample problem '1'B '~ and raise your hand 
as E!oon aE you know the beet way to eo .... :re tho problem. 
(CALL ON SO 'EO!\TE) ( SlJBTitRA~T) 
SUBTRACT is oorreo • Fire te w 1 plaoe a circle around the 
letter "n". Next we will work out the problem by ours3lves. When 
you now the answer raise vour hand. '"' 'I L ON SOM~~om; FOR A.HSWER) 
Right ! Hh1 father~i E boots ar'" E:~ lncheP higher. 
Be sure nof to ~.aoe your answer on he line be~1de the word 
"anE'WEJr". 
1he next problem you will do by your~elf. ~hen you have f1n1E'hed 
~ut down your penc11E end :it for e to check your work. 
(J.T ·rHIS !'OINT, 'tllLL YOU PLl!./\Srt: ~!AU' .i-_!'\OtJND THE ROO!! TO :.:AKE 
SUR.S 'l'HE ~HILDREN I V.Ali. .JIR~LBD A l...E.T'l't:H-- 11 .' 11 I r THIS EXA .• FLE--AND 
THt•'f THEY IJAV£ FLAGh:D TIIS AtS1'W'ER IN THE Sf/'.:JE .PROVID!!.:D.) 
What did you do to E'olve the problem? ( :·~ULTirLY) 
'rlhet letter did you o rcle? (:.~) 
•/hat Bnewer d d you get? ( 36 ~A 1S ("'.'F' sorrp) 
M•ke eure you heve written the Dnrw r ln the ~pace tor it 
beeide the word "anewer 11 • 
If you have eny qucH:t on~ about llC''I\'1 to do the teet, e.Fk them 
now. 1 will not be ~ble to h lp you once iO etarto 
(AiiSW!:..'R 0 ~ .Y T 110S'l1.: "',C'S ":'10N<'3 '.~IICH t:.AV"':. TO C WITH THG '"ETrOD 
or-~ YTAHYING T ~t;; lt.t~Tr·a~ :11ER • rf) '"' T'lF, 'lORY. A·lD ·vm·; ~; TO ruT THE 
ANm·I!O:R. YOU 'l!I r 'fE t:NA3L. 'TC i •;Lt' r.·~;r.: ClliLDR'SN SEl .JT TU~<; FRO~l-;ss 
OR DO ·rr:s !RIT!l~ 1.;Tr:; woqy J~ '-' .~ I:\fJJviD JAL FHOPIE'!S I"· TH:!: TEST.) 
If therE'l nre no furt r q el-'· one, you :nay t rn the pa~e end 
begin the toet now. 
(l'J.St~SS NO'fE T•-TE TD"E!: ON T''!!. FO' ROVlJED.) 
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